
Global Campaigners Launch Hard-Hitting Anti-Torture Ad Campaign 
Featuring Images of Cheney and Osama bin Laden.

Demands Closure of Guantanamo Prison, End to Torture and Investigation of 
Abuses.

For more information call Raj Purohit (+1 240 486 3921) or by email at media@avaaz.org or raj@avaaz.org

Inspired by sustained support for an end to torture from the world community and a clear majority of Americans* global 
citizens' network Avaaz.org is launching a metro billboard ad campaign to remind policymakers that torture is illegal, 
unethical and a top recruiting tool for the terrorist leader Osama bin Laden and his Al Qaeda network. 

The Ads (which will run at Farragut North Station and in a Washington Paper - map attached) features Osama bin Laden in 
an “I love GItmo” t-shirt (an acknowledgement that Al Qaeda uses the prison to recruit terrorists) and include quotes from 
President Obama and Presidential candidate John McCain.

The Ad campaign also features a powerful image that asks whether former Vice President Cheney is “Al Qaeda’s best 
recruiter.” The advertisement featuring Vice President Cheney was rejected by CBS Outdoor but ultimately approved by the 
Washington Post group for publication in the Washington Express. The Osama image, originally planned for a 9 story 
billboard in central DC was categorically rejected by Van Wagner.

 Avaaz Executive Director Ricken Patel explained the rationale of the campaign by noting that:

“Most people everywhere know that torture is totally illegal, morally repugnant, and a gift to extremists. But some politi-
cians just keep pushing this poison pill of criminality and incompetence.  

“They do this despite the fact that we know that the use of torture and the images from the prisons at Guantanamo and 
Abu Gharib have served as recruiting tools for Al Qaeda” added Patel.

When asked why Avaaz was running the campaign at this time and why they were including former Vice President Cheney 
and terrorist Osama bin Laden in the ad campaign Patel noted:

“If there’s one thing that brings Vice President Cheney and Osama bin Laden together, it’s torture. They both want to see 
Gitmo stay open. As Senator McCain has noted, bin Laden uses it as a recruiting tool. As for why Cheney rejects the 
verdict of the majority of Americans, the global community and the rule of law, we can only speculate.”

* http://voices.washingtonpost.com/behind-the-numbers/2009/01/on_torture.html
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